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A new feature added as of TerraPhoto 015.005 (CE and v8i/v8) provides the ability to export rendered 
views in a TIFF+GeoTag file format. These images can then be bundled in a package that can be 
displayed within Google Earth. In this article, we will walk through this process using Danger Points in a 
power line workflow as a use case example.  

Rendered Views 
The first step in the process is to create rendered views of the objects, Danger Points for example, that 
will be included in the Google Earth package. Within TerraPhoto’s general settings tab, activate, or add 
and activate, the coordinate system that corresponds with the data being used, in this instance Swedish 
RT90. The coordinate system is necessary so that TerraPhoto can determine the geographic coordinates 
to assign to the image for display in Google Earth. Next, open TerraPhoto’s Manage Raster Reference 
and load the orthophoto into View 1 only.  

Next we want to setup view 1 as our top view so that the danger points are easily visible.  In this 
instance our danger points reside on a level called "Danger Points" and have a symbology such that they 
are both bold and visible within the view. We’ve also used the Danger Points dialog to add labels and set 
them so that they are all on in 3D. Set the Danger Points Level as the visible level and turn off anything 
else you do not wish to include in the display. At this point, load the LIDAR data into View 1. Turn on 
only the classes that correspond with what you are trying to visualize. In this example, we are going to 
load classes 5 (High Vegetation), 22 (Towers), and 30 (Danger Points).   

Next we’ll open View 4, which will be used to generate cross-sections of the danger points. Adjust the 
zoom and content of View 1 and 4 as desired (See Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively).  

 
Figure 1 - Example Tree 1 Top View 
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Figure 2 - Example Tree 1 Section View 

Once the views are configured in a manner that makes them visually pleasing, capture the information 
within the views using TerraPhoto’s Save Rendered View tool for each view. In this example, view 1 is 
the top view, hence, name all exported rendered views from view 1 with “_top” at the end. With view 4 
being set as the profile view, name all exported rendered views with “_section” at the end of the name. 
For instance, “Tree01_section” or “Tree01_top”. 

 
Figure 3 - Save Rendered Views - Sections 

 
Figure 4 - Save Rendered Views - Tops 

For each danger point, or area of interest within the project, repeat this process with both the top and 
profile views. For the sake of keeping everything organized, a simple folder structure will come in handy. 
For instance, for all section views, create a folder under “report_images” called “section”, and for all top 
views, create a folder under “report_images” called “top”.  
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Bundling for Google Earth 
We can then use freeware called Geosetter (http://www.geosetter.de/en/) to generate the Google 
Earth image bundle. Once the software has been installed, open Geosetter and browse to the location 
of the rendered view images, for instance the “Section” or “Top View” folder. Select all the images in a 
single folder and select Images  Export to Google Earth. During this process, it is important that the 
width of the thumbnails be set to the width of the images during the export process. Save the resulting 
KMZ file that is generated during the export process. At this point in time there should be two KMZ files, 
one for section views and one for top views. Open Google Earth and load each KMZ file into the program 
to verify the results (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5 - Resulting Views in Google Earth 
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The exported images are positioned dependent upon the view type: 

a. Perspective view: longitude & latitude of viewer position 
b. Orthographic views: longitude & latitude of view center point 

 
The new TIFF+GeoTag file format option in the Save Rendered Views tool then provides for a couple 
new reporting options when relaying location based information to stakeholders. Particularly when 
that work may require on-site visits by crews to locate and perform additional tasks at the site. 
 


